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E ecutive ummary

Immigrants’ employment prospects depend on both their underlying levels of education and technical 
skills as well as their ability to communicate as needed in the host-country language. Since host-
country language skills are essential for advancement in most industries, and since basic language 
courses do not impart the language skills necessary for success in the workplace, many governments 
are eager to expand work-focused language training. Yet implementing effective employment-focused 
language systems is difficult, as policymakers must find ways to design cost-effective programs that are 
sufficiently tailored to the needs of a wide range of occupations and that take account of immigrants’ 
underlying literacy skills and their financial and family circumstances.

A range of different approaches to providing work-focused language training has developed on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Among the most effective are those that: provide language instruction 
contextualized for the workplace (emphasizing, for example, customer service skills or vocabulary 
used in a particular occupation or work setting); simultaneously provide contextualized language 
instruction with formal skills training to help get immigrants into good jobs more quickly; share the 
burden of capacity building by encouraging partnerships among employers, unions, and teachers; 
encourage workplace-based instruction; and take into account the needs of nontraditional students 
(such as part-time students or parents). Suggestions for diffusion of best practices include rigorous 
evaluation of key program elements and alignment of funding and other incentives with program 
designs and instructional practices that have been proven effective. 

Implementing effective employment-focused language 
systems is difficult, as policymakers must find ways to design 

cost-effective programs that are sufficiently tailored to the 
needs of a wide range of occupations and that take account 
of immigrants’ underlying literacy skills and their financial 

and family circumstances.
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I  Introduction

Any strategy to improve immigrants’ employment opportunities and economic integration must 
address the central challenge many immigrants face in the labor market: acquiring proficiency in their 
host country’s language. At any skill level, language proficiency is perhaps the single most important 
determinant of immigrant integration. It is also the factor that distinguishes immigrant-specific 
integration policies from employment and training programs for the general population. 

onsiderable research has examined the relationship between language proficiency and economic 
integration. Immigrants with greater host-language proficiency earn more and work in more skilled 
occupations than those with low proficiency, even after controlling for differences in education and 
skill associated with language abilities.  or the highly skilled, language fluency allows immigrants 
to practice the profession in which they are trained, rather than downgrading to less-skilled work. 

or those with low- to mid-level skills, language proficiency is the ticket to better-paying jobs and 
upward mobility.  Yet implementing effective employment-focused language policies is an enormous 
challenge, since policymakers must find ways to design cost-effective programs that are sufficiently 
tailored to immigrants’ employment needs and underlying literacy skills, and that take account of 
their financial and family circumstances.

his policy memo describes the range of policies available to improve immigrants’ economic 
integration through language acquisition, especially those focused on getting immigrants into jobs or 
moving into higher-paying jobs. It assesses promising models and practices from the uropean nion 
and orth America, and provides recommendations for policymakers designing accessible, cost-
effective, and tailored language programs. 

II  Work-Focused Language Learning

overnments have a myriad of individual approaches to the funding and administration of language 
and vocation training. enerally, they rely on a range of nonprofit organizations, educational 
providers, and state authorities to implement their language acquisition policies. he nited States, 
for example, has no overarching immigration integration strategy at the federal level, but has a 
diverse range of programs that provide language instruction through community colleges, local school 
districts, private educational institutions, s, and businesses working with both private and public 
funds.  In some countries, such as ermany, language classes are overwhelmingly administered by the 
ministry of the interior, and are coupled with a cultural, political, and historical orientation course.  

ost language programs provide survival skills  classes that introduce immigrants to the host 

 uan i, Sean-Shong wang, and Yue ao, cological ontext and Immigrants’ arnings: nglish Ability as a ediator,  
ocial cience esearch  ( ): ; eanne atalova and ichael ix, neven rogress  he mployment athways of 
killed Immigrants in the nited tates ( ashington, : igration olicy Institute, ), www.migrationpolicy.org pubs
rain aste ct .pdf; onica oyd and ingshan ao, Immigrant anguage roficiency, arnings, and anguage olicies,  
anadian tudies in opulation , no.  ( ): ; arry 
hiswick and aul . iller, he conomics of anguage  International nalyses ( ondon: aylor  rancis, ).

 andy apps, ichael ix, and Serena Yi-Ying in, till an ourglass  Immigrant orkers in iddle- killed o s ( ashington, 
: igration olicy Institute, ), www.migrationpolicy.org pubs sectoralstudy-Sept .pdf.

 In -  over .  million adults were enrolled in adult nglish instruction programs, most funded and administered by 
states in partnership with the federal government under a framework provided by the federal dult ducation and amily 

iteracy ct.
 rganization for conomic ooperation and evelopment ( ), o s for Immigrants, olume  a our arket In-

tegration in ustralia, enmark, ermany and weden ( aris: , ), www.oecd.org document , ,
en , .html.
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language and attempt to foster some degree of conversational fluency. Yet research suggests that 
these umbrella language courses often fail to give migrants a tangible boost in the labor market.  he 
content of classes is often not relevant to the occupations in which migrants work or aspire to work, 
failing to prepare immigrants for the type of interactions required on the job, or to provide them with 
the most appropriate vocabulary. oreover, classes often combine students with vastly differing levels 
of language ability. In addition, language programs may not be sufficiently sensitive to the fact that 
immigrants are not traditional students: by contrast, many work in full-time jobs (sometimes with 
irregular timetables, especially in low-wage jobs); they tend to have limited financial resources, but as 
part-time students are often ineligible for grants that are only available to full-time students; and many 
have family and child-care obligations that create additional demands on their time. inally, immigrants 
are not always aware of the resources and programs available to them.  

A number of immigrant integration strategies and language acquisition programs in urope and orth 
America now recognize these challenges and have attempted to overcome them in order to provide 
effective work-focused language training sensitive to immigrants’ specific demands and circumstances. 

hese programs often focus on ways to allow immigrants to learn while they are already employed, and 
may bring together language learning with other employment-focused programs such as job training 
and mentoring. his section provides a brief overview of the range of strategies used. 

A.  Promising Approaches to Work-Focused Language Training 

ork-focused language instruction comes in various forms. Some programs combine language with 
courses of study for formal vocational certificates or qualifications that are recognized by employers 
nationally or locally, or as part of credential recognition and licensing procedures for technical 
occupations. ther programs provide noncredit training contextualized to specific occupations or 
industries, while some are based in workplaces and targeted to the needs of specific employers. his 
section draws on transatlantic examples, including some successful S models for delivering language 
instruction on the ground.

. anguage In ruc ion a  Par  o  Broader I igran  In egra ion S ra egie

any countries fund language learning as part of a national immigrant integration program. ne 
benefit of such programs is that they can combine work-focused language training with other 
immigrant integration measures such as mentoring, job-search assistance, and cultural orientation. 

ortugal provides language training alongside mid-level technical courses in the areas of hospitality, 
construction, beauty, trade, and civil engineering.  ne such program is a joint venture between the 

ortuguese efugee ouncil and professional associations from the food sector. Its mandate is to 
integrate asylum seekers through vocational training in fields perceived to face labor shortages, such 
as hospitality.  In Sweden, language classes group immigrants by education level and aim to include 

 ens lausen, ans ummelgaard, eif usted, r n ensen lume, and ichael osholm, he Impact of the Introduction 
rogramme on the a our- arket Integration ( openhagen: Institute for ocal Studies, ). 

 In  anada attempted to address the problem of insufficient proficiency by launching a pilot program that mailed 
vouchers for language training classes to ,  randomly selected newcomers.  he goal was to encourage the use of free 
language classes offered by the government, participation in which had been lagging. Interestingly, more than twice the num-
ber of immigrants who received vouchers signed up for the program, suggesting a disconnect between interest in language 
integration and information about the relevant programs available. itizenship and Immigration anada, anguage rain-
ing ouchers’ to help newcomers succeed,  (news release, ctober , ), www.cic.gc.ca english department media
releases - - .asp; itizenship and Immigration anada, ouchers ork: ore Immigrants nrolling in an-
guage lasses,  (news release, ovember , ), www.cic.gc.ca english department media releases - - .
asp. 

 uestionnaire for ational ontact oints for Integration, ortugal.
 ias de Interculturalidade na rea do Asilo ( IAAS), Actividades da Ac o ,  http: viaas.refugiados.net a .html. 
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occupation-related instruction. he integration program’s goal is to ensure that immigrants are 
introduced to the Swedish language and workplace concurrently, in order to get immigrants into jobs 
quickly after their arrival.  inally, anada’s nhanced anguage raining program provides job-specific 
language training combined with job placements and mentoring for immigrants with low (but not no) 
language proficiency.

. Co ining oca ional Cer i ca ion and anguage In ruc ion

or occupations that require the certification of technical skills, policymakers and program 
administrators face the challenge of combining technical and language training for adult immigrant 
learners. any countries use separate systems to provide these types of training, but there is a need for 
program models that effectively combine the two. In the nited States, ashington State’s Integrated 

asic ducation and Skills raining (I- S ) program provides more than  such programs 
which lead to formal skill or education certification, through the state’s  community and technical 
colleges.  hese courses provide workforce training and nglish language or adult basic education 
instruction simultaneously in order to speed the progress of adult learners in acquiring marketable 
workforce skills and occupational certificates. he program also recognizes that adult language 
learners are nontraditional students, and provides additional services such as financial support for 
part-time learning, assistance with transportation, and child care. utcomes for adult students enrolled 
in these combined literacy and workforce skills programs are far better than for those enrolled in 

nglish training classes alone.

. Noncredi  Con e uali ed anguage In ruc ion 

romising models also exist for language training contextualized for a variety of workplaces. hese 
address both specific occupations as well as more generic workplace skills, such as those related 
to interacting in an office environment or providing service to customers. or example, a uardia 

ommunity ollege’s enter for Immigrant mployment and raining ( I ) created a successful 
program to assist immigrants in advancing their careers in the hospitality industry. It is well known 
that workers with limited nglish proficiency in the industry are concentrated in low-paying back-
of-the-house  jobs  e.g., as hotel maids or dishwashers  jobs which generally do not pay a family-
sustaining wage.  owever, opportunities for front-of-the-house  jobs  such as housekeeping 
supervisors, waiters, and banquet managers  require advanced nglish skills. I ’s otel . .A. . . 
curriculum was specifically designed for workers who are already employed in the hospitality industry 
and seek to move up to positions that involve more customer interaction and responsibility. nique 
aspects of the curriculum include embedded technology lessons, career counseling that focuses on 
the soft skills  of good customer service (such as empathy and active listening), the identification of 
transferable skills (building from what students already know), and the use of an Internet classroom, 
which allows working students to catch up on any missed class time.

 eorges ema tre, he Integration of Immigrants into the abour arket: the ase of Sweden  (  Social, mployment 
and igration orking apers o. , ), www.oecd.org dataoecd .pdf.

 itizenship and Immigration anada, nhanced anguage raining,  uly , , www.cic.gc.ca english department
partner elt-spo.asp; see also oyd and ao, Immigrant anguage roficiency, arnings, and anguage olicies;  and ristan 

olfe, anguage raining for the orkplace,  anadian  eporter , no.  ( ).
 ields of study include architecture engineering, automotive engine repair, corrections law enforcement, early childhood 

education child care, health care, manufacturing trades, and office support technology. 
 avis enkins, atthew eidenberg, and regory ienzl, ducational utcomes of I- S , ashington State ommunity and 

echnical ollege System’s Integrated asic ducation and Skills raining rogram: indings from a ultivariate Analysis  
(  orking aper o. , ommunity ollege esearch enter, ew York, ay ). 

 aura henven, etting to ork   eport on ow orkers with imited nglish kills an repare for ood o s ( ashington, 
: A - I  orking for America Institute, ), www.workingforamerica.org documents .pdf.

 a uardia ommunity ollege enter for Immigration ducation and raining, otel . .A. . . roject escription,  ebru-
ary , , www.lagcc.cuny.edu I workforce A .aspx. 
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An example of contextualized training in more general office skills is found at the nglish enter, based 
in akland, A. he center provides intensive nglish training programs that emphasize vocational 

nglish, computer literacy, and career-readiness skills. A core set of courses for beginner to advanced 
nglish learners is scaffolded with appropriate computer and career activities that also teach nglish 

skills, such as training in the use of the icrosoft ffice Suite, Internet browsing, e-mail, , word 
processing, and desktop publishing. ore than  percent of the nglish enter’s areer Advancement 

rogram graduates are placed in jobs or higher education programs each year.

. E loyer Rele an  and or lace Ba ed In ruc ion

iven the many demands on the time and resources of adult immigrant learners, workplace-based 
nglish instruction programs that eliminate travel time to classes and are aligned with employer needs 

are of great interest to those seeking to promote immigrant integration. 

An interesting example of such an initiative is the c onald’s orporation’s nglish nder the 
Arches program, which aims to help c onald’s employees gain job-relevant knowledge, skills, and 
confidence. he company partnered with national language instruction experts and local community 
colleges to create and enact a tailored curriculum. It uses an innovative scatter-site model, allowing 
workers to participate simultaneously from their own restaurants through the use of web-conferencing 
technology that connects them with their instructor. Students also meet face-to-face and have the 
opportunity for independent study via an e-learning component. In its three years of operation, the 
program has trained  students at  locations, and has seen an  percent graduation rate, with  
percent of graduates going on to receive wage increases.

Similarly, partnerships between employers and professional educators to design and implement work-
focused language curricula are central to ermany’s eutsch am Arbeitsplatz ( erman at ork ) 
program, which teaches professional  erman to migrants. Among other initiatives, the project 
works with employers to develop language curricula for use at the workplace.  It also makes use of 
online technology through a web platform that offers information and networking tools for teachers, 
employers, and labor unions interested in supporting local second-language training efforts.

B. Financing Language Instruction Programs

A persistent problem faced by language integration programs is meeting costs. lassroom instruction 
is expensive, and in countries with substantial immigrant populations, even programs with significant 
funding may barely meet projected needs for instruction. In the nited States, for example, despite 
combined federal and state expenditures on language training that, for much of the past decade, have 
reached  billion per year, billions more dollars would be needed to provide the estimated .  billion 
hours of adult nglish instruction necessary to bring immigrants’ language skills to the level needed for 
communicating about everyday subjects in nglish.  

iven concerns about cost, it is perhaps not surprising that language program funding  alongside 
funding for general immigrant integration measures  was targeted for cuts during the recent period 
of fiscal austerity. he nited ingdom has substantially reduced support for immigrant integration, 
including language learning and job training.  he etherlands will see a nearly  percent reduction 

 he nglish enter, ission,  accessed ay , , www.englishcenter.edu about-mission.html. 
 igration olicy Institute,  luribus num onorable ention: c onald’s orporation nglish nder the Arches - ak 

rook, I ,  www.migrationinformation.org integrationawards honorablemention .cfm. 
 eutsch am Arbeitsplatz, Site Abstract: erman at the orkplace  ( ), www.deutsch-am-arbeitsplatz.de wir ueber uns.html. 
 argie c ugh, ulia elatt, and ichael ix, dult nglish anguage Instruction in the nited tates  etermining eed and 

Investing isely ( ashington, : igration olicy Institute, ), www.migrationpolicy.org pubs II nglish Instruc-
tion .pdf. 

 ublic subsidies for language courses are now available only to unemployed individuals who receive benefits as active job 
seekers. In practice this means that funds target longer-term migrants and those who are not in the nited ingdom as 
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in its language and civic integration budget by , while Spain’s budget will fall by nearly one-third in 
.  

ven before the global economic and fiscal crisis, some governments sought to manage the cost of 
language instruction by restricting eligibility to long-term residents or to the groups considered 
most needy (such as refugees or the unemployed). Several have also tried to encourage employers 
and migrants themselves to contribute financially. A  change to rench labor law, for instance, 
encourages employers to count language instruction as part of the .  to .  percent of their payroll 
companies are obliged to spend on training.

hile an expanded employer role in language instruction is an attractive notion, policymakers will 
likely need to develop a variety of targeted incentives and supports if they hope to meaningfully expand 
the amount of work-focused and or workplace-based language instruction their systems offer. he 
recommendations discussed in the next section include a variety of measures to build the capacity of 
language integration systems to provide high-quality, work-focused language instruction that will result 
in a tangible pay-off for both immigrant workers and their employers.

III  ecommendations
olicymakers designing work-focused language programs on both sides of the Atlantic face a range of 

shared challenges. unding is often insufficient to meet demand, or is not cost-effective in its use. ime 
and monetary constraints often dictate whether immigrants work or take language courses, even as 
an inability to speak the language hinders the ability to become employed. ne-size-fits-all, traditional 
language courses do not address the diverse abilities and needs of migrants, while creating work-
focused courses requires instruction tailored to the needs of particular industries and to the needs of 
learners at different levels of proficiency. any jurisdictions have yet to resolve questions of how to 
align their adult education and workforce-training efforts with the skill needs of employers. ecause 
of this, program providers’ knowledge about employer and workplace skill needs is often weak and 
insufficient for designing and scaling up effective work-focused language training. urthermore, adult 
migrant learners often need language and skills training, yet established programs often meet only one 
or the other need; indeed, policy and contracts for the two are often handled by separate government 
entities.

ut there are examples of successful programs and policies, as discussed in this brief. hese point to 
several overarching recommendations.

Expand language instruction contextualized for workplace use. hile generic language training 
programs that provide language survival skills  for everyday interactions serve an important purpose, 
language training that is contextualized for workplace use is essential to the long-term self-sufficiency 
and economic success of many migrants and of the businesses that rely on their labor. anguage 
training programs for general workplace skills (e.g., customer service, routine office interactions) 
or specific industries (e.g., hospitality, health care) have demonstrated success with adult migrant 
learners, as have curricula that focus more intensively on specific occupations, from taxi drivers to 
nurses and doctors. owever, generic language training programs remain the norm in most countries, 
in part because contextualized curriculum models are relatively new and teachers are unfamiliar with 
them, and also because it can be difficult for local language training programs to consistently enroll a 
sufficient number of students in classes that are contextualized for a particular industry (and to further 

employer-sponsored visa holders (since recently arrived and economic-stream immigrants are less likely to be eligible for 
job seekers’ benefits). lizabeth ollett, Immigrant Integration in urope in a ime of usterity ( ashington, : igration 

olicy Institute, ), www.migrationpolicy.org pubs -integration.pdf.
 ollett, Immigrant Integration in urope in a ime of usterity.
 , o s for Immigrants, olume  a our arket Integration in elgium, rance, the etherlands and ortugal ( aris: 

, ).
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differentiate those classes in order to provide beginning, intermediate, and advanced instruction).

hese challenges can be addressed through coordinated development and dissemination of effective 
curricula, training of teachers in use of contextualized curricula, funding or contract incentives that 
push programs to build their capacity to deliver contextualized instruction, local system design efforts 
that encourage specialization by particular providers in industry-specific language training, and 
publicity directed to migrant populations in order to increase demand. 

Combine language and skills training. any migrants may be eager to acquire additional industry-
specific work skills in addition to contextualized language training. Yet, too often they receive such 
training sequentially rather than simultaneously  a process that can take many years to complete, 
especially for migrants who are working full-time and or raising families. nfortunately, language 
training and workforce skills training are often delivered by separate programs that themselves may be 
administered by separate government authorities, and these authorities may only require or reimburse 
one aspect of training. In addition, entry requirements for workforce-training programs may be 
established with only the needs of host-country natives in mind  requiring, for example, high school 
completion and high school-level host-country language skills as a condition of enrollment.

he integrated instruction model pioneered by ashington State’s I- S  programs shows the great 
potential for success in combining workplace-focused language and formal skills training. he creation 
and expansion of such programs rely on education and training policies that allow for integrated 
language and workforce skills instruction, capacity-building efforts to develop necessary curriculum 
models and teacher skills, and in some cases changes in per-student funding formulas to allow for team 
teaching of students receiving integrated instruction. abor unions could also play an important role 
as providers of integrated instruction, since they are well positioned to understand the skill needs of 
particular job titles and may have an easier time achieving the scales of enrollment needed to support 
courses providing differentiated levels of instruction in a variety of occupations.

Encourage partnerships and work with employers. ailoring language instruction to migrants’ 
occupational needs requires up-to-date knowledge of the skills employers are seeking as well as 
substantial investment in curriculum development, teacher training, and evaluation. artnerships 
between public and private organizations, employers, labor unions, community colleges, and civil-
society organizations represent a promising way to increase capacity to respond to these specific 
needs  and to ensure that the training provided to migrants is aligned with current industry needs. 
Since most employers do not have the interest or skill set to become education providers, industry 
organizations, mid- to large-size employers, and labor unions should be encouraged to partner with 
education and skill-training entities to ensure that they understand specific, industry-based language 
and skill needs that can then provide the basis for curriculum development. hese partnerships can be 
encouraged through policies that either require employer participation in the design of adult education 
and workforce skills programs, or through contracting procedures that give incentives for programs 
that provide evidence of such partnerships.

Encourage workplace-based instruction. id- to large-size employers with a high proportion of 
migrant workers and whose industry or workplace requires fluency in the host-country language are 
the most likely to see a value in providing work-focused language courses. Improved language skills 
will arguably enhance their workers’ productivity and enable them to draw on a wider internal talent 
pool.  rom the perspective of busy adult workers, worksite-based programs can be a boon, saving 
them the time and expense of traveling after work hours to an off-site training provider who may not 
understand the needs of their workplace. 

Assuming employers can be convinced of sufficient return on their investment in creating a language 
training program, several challenges remain. rimarily, they need a cost-effective or cost-neutral 

 Amy eeler and ulie urray, Improving Immigrant orker’s conomic rospects: A eview of the iterature,  in ecuring 
the uture   Immigration Integration olicy, ed. ichael ix ( ashington, : igration olicy Institute, ).
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means to provide instruction. his can be accomplished through provision by a local education agency 
or a qualified instructor who is able to teach a curriculum relevant to the employer’s workplace or 
industry needs. In such cases the employer may simply provide the space for instruction that occurs 
onsite during nonwork hours or during work hours with paid release time for employees. Another 
issue is achieving economies of scale in order to reach the workforces of businesses or business sites 
that are distant from one another, and where a number of students sufficient to warrant investment 
in a training program is not present at any one site. rograms that use technology to connect students 
from numerous worksites  for example, using the scatter-site instructional model implemented by the 

c onald’s orporation  can address this need. 

hose interested in expanding workplace-based instruction may first need to address questions 
surrounding the use of public funds for private business purposes if their program model depends 
upon partnerships between publicly funded education providers and private businesses. here 
public funds are used to support employer-based instruction, standards could be developed to guide 
program partnership decisions  favoring, for example, partnerships with employers that pay a share 
of the teacher’s salary or that provide paid release time for their workers who participate in classes. 

o encourage employers to adopt workplace-based language training programs with relatively little 
public funding, governments can create a variety of supports, including access to free professional 
development for workplace-based teachers, technical assistance and skill-building programs for 
corporate training directors who create and manage onsite programs, and a clearinghouse of 
curriculum and technology resources for use by those who seek to create or expand language training 
at their worksites.

Take into account the needs of nontraditional students. Successful language integration programs 
take account of their students’ circumstances, including busy schedules, limited financial resources, 
and child-care obligations. At the most basic level, programs and courses must fit immigrants’ often 
hectic schedules by offering evening and weekend classes or worksite programs scheduled around or 
during work hours. his can pose challenges to providers, since teachers and administrative staff are 
often more accustomed to working daytime hours and a traditional work week. Additional support 
in the form of child care, help with transportation, or financial aid to cover the cost of textbooks or 
other materials, would improve access to courses, particularly for female immigrants with children. 

he increasing use of technology to enable remote classroom access and self-study provides language 
instruction and practice free from classroom scheduling constraints.

Evaluate programs; share and support effective practices. inally, work-focused language instruction 
is an evolving field, and is developing within a larger language instruction field that itself is undergoing 
important changes as new thinking and practices related to contextualized and differentiated 
instruction take root. echanisms should be put into place to test the impact of work-focused 
programs and teaching models and to evaluate the importance of key design elements. hese could 
include tracking student proficiency gains on nationally recognized tests or the employment and 
earnings of participants in different types of language training programs that use different curricula or 
instructional models. apacity-building measures should be undertaken such as sharing effective policy, 
program, and instruction models and  perhaps more important  providing technical assistance to 
program managers and teachers interested in implementing language training programs contextualized 
for work and differentiated across student skill levels. olicy and funding measures can gradually be 
aligned to target support to the most effective models of instruction, while capacity-building measures 
will support the spread and continual improvement of effective programs. 
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